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Unit9: PAST CONTINUOUS TENSE, REFLEXIVE 

PRONOUNS AND WHILE CLAUSES

● The past continuous tense describes an activity that was in 

progress at a specific time in the past.

● It is usually combined with a simple past clause to describe 

what action was in progress (past continuous) when an 

event that interrupted the action, happened (simple past).

      .



Examples:     

Susan was reading the newspaper when the 

lights went out.

Tom was taking the bus when I saw him.



Singular Plural

1st person I was working .. we were working ..

2nd person you were working .. you were working ..

3rd person he/she/it was working .. they were working ..

How to form the past continuous

Positive statements



Negative 
Statements

                                         
Singular/Plural                

1st person I wasn't working .. we weren't working ..

2nd person you weren't working .. you weren't working ..

3rd person he/she/it wasn't working .. they weren't working ..



Questions

Singular Plural

1st person was I working .. ? were we working .. ?

2nd person were you working .. ? were you working .. ?

3rd person was he/she/it working .. ? were they working .. ?



Exceptions in spelling when adding ing /Example

final e is dropped (but: ee is not changed) come – coming 

(but: agree – agreeing)

after a short, stressed vowel, the final consonant is 

doubled sit – sitting

l as final consonant after a vowel is doubled (in British 

English)

travel – travelling /final ie becomes y - lie – lying



REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS

A reflexive pronoun is a special kind of pronoun. It is usually used when the 
object of a sentence is the same as the subject. Each personal pronoun has 
its own reflexive form. 

Subject pronoun                      Reflexive Pronoun

             I                                                myself
         You                                          yourself
              He                                          himself
              She                                          herself
             it                                          itself
          You                                         yourselves
              We                                         ourselves
              They                                        themselves   



When to use a reflexive pronoun
Reflexive pronouns are used in three main situations.
1. Reflexive pronouns are used when the subject and 

object are the same.
2.
3. I hurt myself.
4. The band call themselves “Shinedown”.
5. He shot himself.



They are used as the object of a preposition, 
when the subject and the object are the same.

I bought a present for myself.
She did it by herself. (She did it alone.)
That man is talking to himself.



They are used when you want to emphasize the 
subject.

I'll do it myself. (No one else will help me.)
They ate all the food themselves. (No one else 
had any.)
Examples here- http://web2.uvcs.uvic.
ca/elc/studyzone/330/grammar/reflex1.htm



Past Continuous Tense

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkOXNxoMClA

Reflexive Pronouns

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yf5RXW3zAAk
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